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 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Constellation HomeBuilder Systems Wins Progress Software Corporation’s Visionary Award 

Markham, ON, February 11, 2008 – Constellation HomeBuilder Systems, the largest provider of homebuilding software, wins the 

Visionary Award at Progress Software Corporation’s 2008 application partner conference in Las Vegas. 

The Progress Visionary Award is presented to a company that delivers successful products and services utilizing Progress Software’s 

application platform and foundation technology.  As an integrated solution for production homebuilders, Constellation’s NEWSTAR 

Enterprise system and add-on products demonstrate the originality and technical vision necessary to be selected for this award.  

Supporting homebuilders during all phases of the building process, Constellation continues to invest in new technology to help 

homebuilders become more efficient with innovative software solutions. From project planning to homeowner referral, Constellation 

can help homebuilders improve their accounting, estimating, purchasing, reporting, scheduling, warranty, and service processes.  With 

a single database design and an easy to use application, every homebuilder can access the information they need with the comfort of 

knowing that their data is up-to-date and consistent. 

“Progress Software Corporation is committed to the success of our partners and their customers. Each year Progress honors 

Application Partners that provide their customers with innovative products and solutions,” said Bob Palumbo, vice president, Progress 

Software Corporation’s Worldwide Partner Program.   “The recipients of this year’s awards have developed products and solutions that 

help solve complex business issues for their customers worldwide.  Their dedication to the development of problem solving business 

applications is part of what makes the Progress Application Partner Community so strong.”  

“We are pleased to receive this recognition from Progress Software,” says Dexter Salna, President of Constellation HomeBuilder 

Systems. “The innovations we have brought to market, would not be possible without dedicated customers and their participation in 

product design. With the largest number of employees dedicated to developing and supporting homebuilding software products, we 

are able to work closely with customers and make these innovations a reality.” 

About Progress Software Corporation 

Progress Software Corporation (NASDAQ: PRGS) provides application infrastructure software for the development, deployment, 

integration and management of business applications. Our goal is to maximize the benefits of information technology while minimizing 

its complexity and total cost of ownership. Today the company has over 1,600 employees in over 90 countries. Progress is 

headquartered in Massachusetts, USA, and is a worldwide leader in application infrastructure software. 

About Constellation HomeBuilder Systems 

As the largest homebuilding software company in the industry, Constellation has helped more than 1,400 homebuilding companies 

manage their information technology costs with integrated software solutions to run their business from dirt to warranty.  From 

planning to homeowner services, we have land development software, new home sales and marketing software, production, 

purchasing, scheduling, accounting, warranty and vendor portal solutions designed exclusively for the homebuilding industry. 

Progress Software is a registered trademark of Progress Software Corporation in the U.S. and other countries. Any other trademarks or 

service marks contained herein are the property of their respective owners. 
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